6 Absence and
Leave trends
We’re seeing in 2022

Introduction
Look out the window,
take a walk into town,
you’ll see the world has
changed a lot postPandemic. It may feel like
COVID-19 is firmly in the
rear-view mirror for
many, but the impact is
still being felt in the
workforce today.

minimising the impact of any
ill health symptoms, where
possible.” - So understanding why,
when, where and how people take
absence is vital.
In this eBook we review the 6
Absence and Leave Trends we’ve
seen emerge for 2022. These
trends have come from edays'
own award-winning absence
management software with well
over 120,000 absences inputted
from 1st January 2022 – 8th
September 2022 across primarily

Knowing and adapting to the

UK regions. [1]

changing absence trends is vital
for not only positively engaging
the workforce, but to also
encourage productivity

Make no doubt about it,

& retention, reduce absenteeism

COVID-19 is the THIRD most

and perhaps most importantly of
all - gain visibility of what is going
on so we can improve the wellbeing of our people...

recorded reason for absence in
2022 (so far) according to
edays' own absence data [1] –
with over 120,000 individual
instances of differing absence

CIPD states that “A focus on

recorded already this year.

employee well-being and health
promotion benefits people and

- The number one

their employers. It can help

most frequently recorded

prevent ill health, and support
people to balance work whilst

reason for absence was "cold
related".
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A note from edays' CEO
“edays are experts on
employee absence and

medical support that they need
when they take time-off.

leave. We process over

These capabilities translate into

250,000 separate

tangible benefits for our

absences every month,
across 120 countries
world-wide on behalf of
our customers, so we
have an understanding
of the topic that’s
second to none.

customers. On average, UK staff at
an edays customer lose 0.9% of
their time to absence. This
compares with the national
average of 2.2%.
Any business leader recognises
that they cannot run their
business without the contribution
of an engaged and positive
workforce. edays provides
organisations with the tools that

That insight enables us to play a

they need to help their people

critical role for the 1,400 customers

thrive, enabling them to do the

that we support. In the modern

best work of their lives.”

era, when so many staff are
hybrid workers, it’s more
important than ever for
organisations to have a way to
track absences accurately.
But edays goes way beyond this:
we provide our customers with the
benchmarking and trend data
they need to interpret their
absences too; and our employee
well-being solutions enable
organisations to provide their
team with the mental-health and
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Trend 1
COVID-19 is the Third

Somewhat unsurprising, COVID-19

most recorded

unplanned absences according to

reason for absence

still continues to account for many
edays' own data. In fact, it is only
slightly behind the number one
reason for absence – “cold/cough
related”.
According the ONS, COVID-19
accounted for nearly one in four of
all occurrences of sickness
absence in 2021.[2].
In addition to this, The Chartered
Institute of Personnel and
Development (CIPD) reported that
two-thirds of organisations
include COVID-19 among the top
three reasons of short-term
absence in 2021.
It is clear that this trend has
continued throughout 2022.

Are you ready to make
absence matter?
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Trend 2
The average mental
health leave length is
16.3 days
According to edays' data,
the likelihood of a mental

Matthew Holman - mental health

health absence

and well-being consultant,

reoccurring within 12
months is 24.4%.

Simpila Mental Health, gives these
three tips on supporting such a
worrying trend...
1) Awareness of mental health in
the workplace – most people and
companies still have no formal
understanding of mental health
challenges
2) It's important to provide
education or training to help
leaders, managers and all
employees develop the key skills
of listening, empathy and
compassion to support each
other through challenges
3) Support people if they are
struggling - and make sure
that people know what help is
available so they can help
themselves
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Trend 3
The average length of
an unplanned absence
in 2022 is 3.37 days

The average cost of
absence is estimated to
be approx. £150 per day
[3], this equates to a
total cost of unplanned
absence per employee
of £505.
But what’s more costly is the
unseen burnout and increased
burden on your other
employees. By not
understanding and addressing
the root causes of absence you
are leaving your people
exposed and your company’s
future at risk.
In fact - In a poll of 2,000 Britons
conducted by Glassdoor, 72% of
employees in full-time
employment between 14th and
17th June 2022 said that they
viewed annual leave as an
effective way to combat
burnout [4] – a key driver to
unplanned absence, but many
were not using up their full
allocation of time off.
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Trend 4
Digital Transformation
is still a top priority for
2022

As companies expand,
digital transformation
is key to many business
leaders. We see more and
more companies
undergo digital
transformation to gain
better insight into when,
and why, employees are
taking leave and
absences.
This year, the top three reasons for
buying edays' award-winning
software has changed from
“tracking leave” to reducing
burnout, planning workforce
resource better & to support a
positive leave culture.
“If you can understand employee

Top Tip: If you don’t understand

absence patterns in your

your employees' absence and

business, you can introduce

leave trends, how can you

policies and practices that will

create positive change?

champion employee well-being

Leveraging the use of

and make absences less likely in

technology to support you has

the future. Effectively tracking

never been this easy. Book a

employee absences can result in

demo with edays today.

happier employees and a more
productive, efficient, and
profitable business.”
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Trend 5
7 out of 10 people on

Mental health for example, which

average have had a

something else, costs the UK

sickness absence this
year so far

can easily be masked as
economy £117.9 billion annually
(CIPD) [5]. Thriving at Work: The
Stevenson-Farmer review of
mental health and employers
highlighted the significant costs to
employers of mental health
illness.
Deloitte have subsequently
published bi-annual updates
on this analysis. Their March 2022
report found that employer costs
amounted to £56 billion a year.
This is made up of:

And the number one
reason for this is “cold
related” absence, followed
closely by “stomach
related”[1], according to
edays' data.

£6.1bn
Absenteeism cost

£22.4bn
Staff turnover

COVID-19 may still be a root cause
that is underpinning these stats along with burnout & poor wellbeing

£27.6bn
Presenteeism cost
(up from 24.8bn)
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Trend 6
The workforce still has

Without visibility over the

over 12.9 days' annual

almost impossible to plan your

leave left
Yes, that’s correct – even
with the Summer now
behind us, many staff still
have over half of their
leave still remaining.

remaining leave allocation it is
workforce's schedule effectively.
This makes it difficult to support
people who may be suffering from
burnout and in dire need of a
break.
If you want to reduce and ideally
prevent burnout in your
organisations, Kelly Swingler Burnout Speaker and Author,
states you need to:
1.

Take a look at your culture

2. Allow and encourage your
people to take breaks on a
daily basis
3. Allow and encourage your
people to take vacation
regularly
4. Understand that burnout is
chronic stress
5. And manage the absence of
all of your people by speaking
to them and providing all of
the support that they need
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Case Study
How IATA shifted from sporadic, complicated & inaccurate
absence reporting to become an absence-trailblazer
The International Air Transport

IATA has not only made sure their

Association (IATA) was a classic

absence processes are

absence sufferer. A global

operationally fit, but they’re now

company struggling to track

taking absence to a new strategic

absence across the world with a

level – going beyond statutory

tool that was not fit for purpose.

requirements to see the value in

Here’s how they became an

best of breed systems that give

absence trailblazer…

them true insight into their people.

They went from…

To…

Amazing edays-driven results

A sporadic approach to
absence management
across the globe

A consistent, countrycompliant approach that
ensures absence is
managed fairly

Automated processes and
templates for country-specific
absence admin are saving the
HR team huge amounts of
time each and every month

No visibility of absence
internationally and
admin-intensive
processes when trying to
report on absence

Transparent absence
visibility globally and
detailed reporting at the
click of a button

Absence reports were taking
weeks to consolidate – they
are now available in minutes
and are informing critical
business decisions more
quickly

A complicated leave
booking process and
question marks over the
accuracy of who’s in and
who’s off

An accurate, simple and
user-friendly booking
system that the
managers and teams all
love

Work schedules can be
agreed more easily with full
absence visibility and
employees can self-serve with
ease
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About edays' award-winning
absence management software
More than simply managing
absence and leave - edays
goes beyond a simple
system and empowers you to
understand why, when, where
and how your workforce
takes leave and absence.
This empowers you and your
company to support your
people, reduce burnout, be
compliant with local laws
and increase company-wide
well-being.

1,400

Companies World-Wide

300,000

In fact, on average, edays' UK
clients have less than half the
absence rates of the UK
national average, and can
expect to see up to 300%
time saving on their absence
admin.

Users

25

Languages
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Contact us

We exist to transform
the world’s approach
to absence and to
change how
businesses and their
people experience it.
Get in touch today

Sources
[1] edays manages absence of all types for over 1,400 companies globally. We have 125,000
recorded UK absence records dated between 1st January 2022 and 8th September 2022.
[2] ONS: Sickness absence in the UK labour market: 2021
[3] Based upon a £33,000 average cost for an employee working 220 days per annum. The cost
per day equivalent is: £150 per day.
[4] In a poll of 2,000 Britons conducted by Glassdoor
[5] Supporting Mental Health at Work

